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ABSTRACT: Many analysts believe that more and more
organizations are looking to introduce e-learning as a way to solve
critical business problems and as a vital component of an integrated
approach to their training solutions. So we are introducing our next
generation, e-learning grid platform to meet the evolving needs of the
market, which include technology, content and services. This platform
will define a new mode of service interaction and application creation.
It proposes a user-friendly method for deploying interactive (mobile)
devices and for accessing new and innovative added value services.
The specific infrastructure will provide the technology necessary to
access, arrange, manage and make available e-learning services and
applications, for both individual end users and business.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fifty years ago, technical know-how was a relatively rare
commodity with as few as 20 percent of all jobs in the United States
requiring skilled workers. According to a study by Pricewaterhouse
Cooper’s National High Tech Group, that number has risen sharply
and will reach 85 percent by 2005.

Everywhere you look you see basic jobs that demand technological
sophistication. Shipping clerks and drivers input data into hand-held
devices. Assembly line workers interface with complex supply chain
and factory floor systems. Traditional work processes have quickly
become the province of e-business applications. At the very least, the
average employee has to be able to log on to a computer, access the
Internet, and navigate around basic applications to perform day-to-day
functions.

With the learning demands placed on the modern workforce, it’s
no surprise that 70 percent of CEOs consider finding and retaining
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skilled workers a serious concern. And its not just training employ-
trained, personnel have to be regularly retrained or their knowledge
becomes obsolete. Most analysts agree that as much as 50 percent of a
person’s skills and know-how becomes outdated within three to five
years. And in sectors such as IT, the half-life is even shorter. That’s
why so many organizations are turning away from traditional educati-
on models and embracing e-learning. E-learning offers a solution to
this dilemma by making courses and data available when and where
the employee needs it.

So almost all of the organizations trying to find solutions in order
to implement e-learning services by using e-learning portals, virtual
classrooms, web applications and many others technologies. [12]

The proposed platform will embark on the future of services. Our
main objectives are to design and implement a flexible communica-
tion and information platform, which enables users, particularly
computer illiterate ones, to take full advantage of the benefits provid-
ed by modern information technology through a new system of ser-
vice provisioning.

Europe is well on its way into the information society, and facing
the challenges and opportunities of the global market place. Yet,
recent research indicates that only around 30 per cent of the European
population are making use of the internet. It should be clear that
Europe cannot afford to exclude such a large proportion of its
population from the future.

Against this background we propose a platform that will provide
the basis for user-friendly access to e-learning information and
communication services. Easily adaptable and composable, will
enable both business and private users, whether they are mobile or
stationery, to benefit from services and applications provided through
the internet.

The current market for the distribution of services and information
is limited to web based services or complicated programs that manage
information. The specific platform is not limited as a web service, but
encompasses both the on and the offline management of information,
interconnected via the Internet, hence piecing together existing
services and offering more. It will address the complex nature of
information management and service provisioning by introducing
agent-based activities which will allow the user a specify approach.
This approach will allow a user to introduce a request without the
laborious task of controlling its processes. The user needs only to wait
for a response to the request, he can move on to other tasks and return
later to retrieve the response.
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Firstly we are going to describe the current situation about some
innovative services and techniques that have to be used in order to
develop an innovative and effective e-learning platform. Also we are
going to make an introduction to Grid Technologies in order to take
the consideration that Grids is the new future technology for distri-
buted applications. Secondly we will present the architecture and the
functionalities of this e-learning platform.

2. CURRENT TECHNICAL SITUATION
AND INNOVATION

2.1 COMPOSABLE SERVICES

Over the last couple of years, composable services have become a
hot topic in a variety of domains. The most popular application
categories include «active networks», «information collection», and
«e-business»; the latter, in particular, is steering several research
efforts towards frameworks for the description, discovery, organiza-
tion and execution of services in a distributed and adaptive fashion.

Indeed, this research area is lively and several specifications and
proposal standards are competing in the arena. XML is the leading
technology for services description (WSDL) and data exchange. The
SOAP protocol is gaining consensus as the ubiquitous transport
protocol for unidirectional message exchange, but there are still
several open issues (e.g. security). In the service discovery area there
are some specifications based on registries that organize advertised
services into categories (e.g. UDDI), but more evolved solutions are
desired. [9]

Finally, composition and evolution activities are still not mature,
especially among heterogeneous providers and about transactional
properties. This big picture shows how, in the near future, frameworks
for the dynamic and adaptive services discovery, composition and
execution will be available. In this context e-learning grid platform
can provide an important contribution in several directions. First,
bringing simplicity to users (usability area) as a key building block for
a wide adoption of these technologies (currently, mainly large
enterprises are pushing this research, especially in the area of b2b).
Then, growing up a model for quality of service specification as an
essential part of user-device and device-device interactions. Finally,
researching for a new framework targeted for the dynamic discovery,
composition and evolution of heterogeneous services freeing the user
from all issues related to «how-to-do».
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2.2 GRID ARCHITECTURE

A Grid is a collection of distributed computing resources available
over a local or wide area network that appear to an end user or
application as one large virtual computing system. The vision is to
create virtual dynamic organizations through secure, coordinated
resource-sharing among individuals, institutions and resources. Grid
computing is an approach to distributed computing that spans not only
locations but also organizations, machine architectures and software
boundaries to provide unlimited power, collaboration and information
access to everyone connected to a Grid.

In both e-business and e-science, we often need to integrate
services across distributed, heterogeneous, dynamic «virtual orga-
nizations» formed from the disparate resources within a single
enterprise and/or from external resource sharing and service provider
relationships. This integration can be technically challenging
because of the need to achieve various qualities of service when
running on top of different native platforms. We present an Open
Grid Services Architecture that addresses these challenges. Building
on concepts and technologies from the Grid and Web services
communities, this architecture defines a uniform exposed service
semantics (the Grid service); defines standard mechanisms for
creating, naming, and discovering transient Grid service instances;
provides location transparency and multiple protocol bindings for
service instances; and supports integration with underlying native
platform facilities. The Open Grid Services Architecture also
defines, in terms of Web Services Description Language (WSDL)
interfaces and associated conventions, mechanisms required for
creating and composing sophisticated distributed systems, including
lifetime management, change management, and notification. Service
bindings can support reliable invocation, authentication, authoriza-
tion, and delegation, if required. [2,5]

The major benefits of Grids technology (like resource optimiza-
tion, improved manageability and availability, capacity and disaster
planning, creation of virtual organizations) introduce an important
improvement versus actual distributed system technology. An increas-
ing interest by important IT companies like IBM, Microsoft and Sun
Microsystems for applications and systems, Oracle for database per-
mits to the consideration of Grids as the future technology for distri-
buted applications. Innovative and active service provisioning can
take advantages from this technology using its features to improve
quality of service. We are suggesting an extension to the actual grid
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solution to provide support for mobile agent activities. The platform
results will be a more simple and flexible grid structure highly
optimized for asynchronous and distributed processing [6, 7].

2.3 MOBILE DATA COMMUNICATION

GSM, the Global System for Mobile Communication has become
the most widely used mobile communication system in the world.
New bearer services have been introduced to improve GSM data com-
munication: HSCSD, GPRS, EDGE. The last one allows operators to
offer 3G services in existing frequency bands without having to
purchase a 3G license. It provides fast connection set-up, higher band-
width up to 150 Kbit/s and full 3GPP QoS class support.

The upcoming new 3G mobile network, the UMTS (Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System), will boost data bit rates to up to 2 Mbit/s
and will provide for a fully mobile multimedia services in a four QoS
class model (conversational, streaming, interactive and background).

In the Local Area Network, IEEE802.11b [10] is the most popular
Wireless LAN technology providing bandwidth up to 11Mbps in the
band of 2,4GhZ. Powerful 5GhZ-band technologies are also already
available (i.e. IEEE802.a and HiperLAN 2), providing 54Mbps of
bandwidth and support for QoS (especially the latter one). While
products for these technologies are already available on the market, a
new standard has been introduced: the IEEE802.g that brings 54Mbps
to 2.4Ghz band.

A particular mention is for Bluetooth, a wireless technology aimed
as a low cost, low power, short range, and ubiquitous wireless connec-
tion. E-learning grid platform’s innovative approach will exploit the
advantages of all available technologies without being restricted to
one of them and contribute to the convergence of existing access
networks. In fact, these new technologies are going towards integrati-
on for both local and geographic networks, with an all IP core and
with QoS support in both wired and wireless path [11].

The assumption is that effectively these networks can offer data
communication services with the needed quality of service at reaso-
nable cost. we will use the eventually existing WLAN infrastructure
set up by locally operating telecom operators; in areas not covered by
WLAN the ubiquitous GPRS/UMTS-networks will be used. Low
bandwidth mobile communication networks will be supported to
maintain the maximum flexibility and to provide the widest connec-
tivity to the mobile user. The envisaged applications will thus adapt to
potentially limited bandwidth and changing quality of service.
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3. E-LEARNING GRID PLATFORM’S ARCHITECTURE

The platform we propose is a new approach that will allow users to
access various services and information through a variety of different
end systems, including PDAs and PCs (see figure 1).

The platform is based on a grid of agent environment systems that
facilitate solutions for a wide range of applications and provides the
following features:

 Adaptability and dynamically re-configurable.
 Resistance to breakdown.
 Support for pluggable services, applications and interfaces.
 Extendibility and Scalability.

Our solution can be shortly described using a layered model.
Passing through the physical structure up to the user and service
provider point of view, we can see:

 Agent Platform Infrastructure.
 Activity Management.
 Service Provisioning.
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Figure 1. The e-learning grid platform architecture
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The Agent Platform Infrastructure represents the agents-modeled
grid system upon which will be developed the basic functionalities of
the system. The infrastructure includes a group of modules; each mo-
dule can be installed on different systems and will work as node of a
computation/storage grid sharing the load with the other available no-
des. Each module will manage all the functions required for the activa-
tion and control of the mobile agents (Directory Services, Security
Services, Software Distribution, Storage Services, Location/Context
Services, etc.). A full package of interfaces addressed to the commu-
nication with other external systems will also be provided to open the
system to provide the maximum range of the services. An important
characteristic of the Agent Platform will be its ease of installation,
configuration and use even by inexperienced PC users.

The Agent Platform will be implemented working with object
oriented technologies (with C++ language). Agents will own dynami-
cally defined information and will be implemented writing methods
with a simple procedural language.

The internal database will be optimized for the agents’ data storage
and will be automatically indexed on all of the agents’ public attr-
ibutes without requiring any programming effort. The database will
operate as a grid structure, with fault tolerance and load balance
capabilities.

The end user will interact with the system by one of the supplied
interfaces for PC, PDA and Mobile Phone. Over the Agent Platform
will be implemented an applicative system which will allow the
access to available services using the new methodology proposed for
the Personal Activity Management. Each user will be able to obtain
services and information simply by choosing the required service,
specifying the goals to be reached and providing all the necessary
information for the completion of the task. Any other interaction will
be avoided and the agents system will autonomously carry out the
submitted tasks returning only the final results or eventual problems
encountered.

The Personal Activity Management system will be composed of a
group of user interfaces, a set of infrastructure extensions and of
detailed specifications.

Anyone who wishes to supply services or information will be able
to use specific modules and integrate his informative system with the
Agent Platform.

Activities can take on varying levels of complexity, from simple
price comparisons to very complex tasks. An activity may be mapped
onto actions performed by one or more agents, the results of which are
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then integrated by the Personal Activity Manager and presented to the
user. Activities are managed by the Personal Activity Management,
which also presents the results to the user. It can be used for desktop
computers as well as for small handheld devices. Through a uniform
yet adaptable and easy user interface the specific platform will
provide access to a variety of services and applications, which can
either be internal or provided by third parties.

The system presents a new methodology for creating applications —
specific requirements can be accommodated through a kind of pick-
and-mix approach of a number of easily configurable services. In
addition to that, all users can use the system to offer services to other
users. New services can easily be created and integrated into the
system.

4. CONCLUSION

Learning, as well as other human activities, cannot be confined
within well defined boundaries such as course systems. In a broader
perspective, we want to enhance existing and future environments and
make them more interesting from a learning perspective.

For that reason we have presented a specific e-learning platform,
which is based on grid technologies. Grid technologies are getting so
much noise last year, because it’s a fascinating idea, which the goal is
to provide unlimited power and access to vast amounts of information
from any computer. The main aim of our proposed grid platform is to
provide the basis for user-friendly access to information and commu-
nication services. So it will enable both business and private users,
whether they are mobile or stationary, to benefit from services and
applications provided through the internet.
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Н. М. Сініцина, старш. викл.,
кафедра іноземних мов факультету МЕіМ

ВИКОРИСТАННЯ ЛЕКСИЧНИХ ОДИНИЦЬ
РОЗМОВНОГО СТИЛЮ В АНГЛОМОВНИХ

ЕКОНОМІЧНИХ ТЕКСТАХ

Класифікація словникового запасу мови має важливе значен-
ня, тому що для викладання іноземної мови необхідно вибрати
певний шар лексичного матеріалу залежно від цілей навчання.
І. Р. Гальперін [1] запропонував класифікацію, згідно з якою весь
словниковий запас англійської мови розподіляється на три шари:
літературний, нейтральний, розмовний. Літературний і розмов-
ний стилі складаються з кількох груп, кожна з яких має риси, що
характерні для всього стилю. Для мови як засобу комунікації ду-
же важливим є поняття норми, тобто того, що зрозуміло всім.
Однак різні варіанти спостерігаються і в межах самої норми і, з
іншого боку, норма змінюється у процесі функціонування мови.

Розмовний стиль мови — найнестабільніший, тому що він
вживається в повсякденній, побутовій усній мові. У розмовній
лексиці можна виділити суспільно-розмовну, сленг, жаргонізми,


